
Sixten C. Abbot

Wenger Swiss Army (International) Brand Catalog (printed, 36 pages): Art direction, design 

partnerships

ambassadors

Above: Adventurer and Wenger ambassador Mike Horn and his Young 
Explorers navigate the waters off Greenland during the Pangaea expedition. 
Opposite: One of several international adventure racing teams bikes a  
137km leg of the Wenger Patagonian Expedition Race. 

partnerships

ambassadors
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No one brings our vision to become a leading 

outdoor brand into focus more than the 

professional adventurers and extreme sportsmen 

who represent it around the world. 

Mike Horn, Adventurer. Professional Mountaineer,  

Ueli Steck. The crew of America’s Cup defender 

Alinghi. They share our respect for the environment, 

our commitment to innovation and its role in  

helping the merely mortal climb, hike, sail and  

portage their way into history. 

Wenger is also proud to be the title sponsor of The 

Wenger Patagonian Expedition Race. Every year, 

this grueling contest pits international adventure 

racing teams against the temperamental Patagonian 

climate, against each other and most of all, against 

their own physical and mental limitations. 

outdoor gear

You carry other backpacks.  

A Wenger backpack also carries you. 

Wenger technical backpacks, as well as our tents and 

sleeping bags, do more than one thing. They help you 

plan and prepare with a level of multifunctionality and 

features that clearly demonstrate their relationship to 

the Wenger Swiss Army knife. 

No other line of outdoor gear offers so many useful 

ideas, so intelligently incorporated with such a deep 

understanding of the backpacker’s needs. 

Opposite page: This is no ordinary backpack. Think of it as a long list 
of features, innovative materials and ergonomic engineering integrated 
into this intelligently designed piece of outdoor equipment. 

Every knife we make tells the genuine Wenger story. 

People want to know they’re buying the real thing and 

Wenger’s own history of multifunctional innovation is its 

own proof of authenticity. Every knife we have ever made, 

and every product we make today, tells our story: Wenger 

builds tools and equipment that perform more than one 

task to better prepare our customers for the challenges of 

outdoor adventure.

over a century

This page, left: knife sharpening, 1890’s, finishing the 1893 Limited  
Edition Heritage Knife, 2008. Opposite page, above: polishing shop,  
early 20th century. Below: an historic progression of Wenger knives.

Wenger was founded in 1893 as Paul Boechet & Cie. In 1908, the 

company began making multi-functional knives for Swiss Army 

soldiers required to carry them as a “condition of preparedness.” 

over a century
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Sixten C. Abbot

Wenger Swiss Army (International) Graphic Standards Manual (PDF, 36 single pages): Art direction, writing, design 

BRAND
STANDARDS
GUIDE

Summer 2009
Version 1.01
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General design principles
Five major elements

Wenger is, and has always been, a brand dedicated to the pursuit

of outdoor activities. This Standards Guide is part of an effort

to more effectively communicate that to our customers – more

importantly, to those people who should be our customers but

don’t yet realize it. Our recently revised brand identity is made

up of five components (indicated at left): (1) our logo, (2) well-

defined active outdoor imagery, (3) the “corner knife” graphic

(for sizing of the Wenger logo and the corner knife please refer

to pages 18 and 19), (4) the “Genuine Swiss Army Knife” seal

of authenticity and (5) the Wenger gray background. This is,

generally speaking, their order of importance. Our logo identifies

us and represents our Swiss origin. The active outdoor imagery

instantly creates a connection with our desired audience, and

the knife is one of the most recognized icons in the world. The

seal represents our lineage and confirms our authenticity. In

the rare event that space does not permit the use of all four

elements, the seal need not be used. Finally, the Wenger gray

is a neutral background to accentuate the white of the cross.

Where catalogs and other multiple-page documents such as

brochures are concerned, the cover must adhere to the full,

five-element standard. The logo and Wenger gray background

should appear only on the cover and back cover. The interior

pages may include as few as one other element (outdoor

imagery, corner knife, and/or seal) per two-page spread.

We believe that when each element is treated with respect and

given the appropriate level of precedence, it will be possible

to make a great variety of designs suitable for almost every

application which are recognizable as belonging to one brand,

and one brand only: Wenger.

Si meliora dies, ut vina,
poemata reddit.

Si meliora dies, ut vina, poemata reddit, scire velim, chartis pretium quotus ar-

roget annus. scriptor abhinc annos centum qui decidit, inter perfectos vet-
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Cropping the seal

The seal may be rotated by plus or minus 20° and cropped on

almost any side. Do not crop more than two sides and do not

crop more than 1/5 of the seal’s diameter. Thus for a seal of

50mm, you may crop one side by up to 10mm, or two sides by

7mm and 3mm (or 5mm and 5mm, etc). We also prefer that

the phrase “Genuine Swiss Army Knife” be readable; for this

reason we suggest that this particular side be only partially

cropped, if it must be cropped at all.

In the following 50mm seal examples, the dotted red lines represent “trim” (the edge of the page) and
the red area of the seal indicates what would be cropped off.

Acceptable: 10° rotation, combined crop is 1/5 seal diameter

6mm

4mm

6mm

12mm

Acceptable: -15° rotation, crop is 1/5 seal diameter

10mm

10mm

Unacceptable: rotation is greater than 20° and combined
crop is greater than 1/5 seal diameter

Unacceptable: crop is 1/5 seal diameter (acceptable) but
the phrase “Genuine Swiss Army Knife” is not readable

24

Color palette
Echoing the shades of nature

Our brand identity is primarily dominated by outdoor, color

photography. In the event that color is necessary to distinguish

similar objects from one another (trade fair stands, shop-in-

shop materials, packaging labels or promotional items, for

example), you should choose from among the 8 colors shown to

the left. These colors are inspired by the natural environment,

will compliment our outdoor photography and reinforce our

brand’s position. Additionally, as demonstrated, they have the

advantage of being independently identifiable in screens down

to 20%.

Colors are identified by the Pantone Matching System (PMS)

number (an internationally-recognized color system), the process

color mix (CMYK) suitable for general printing and their RGB

equivalents for Web and other on-screen applications.

Pantone 448

C66,M58,Y100,K35

R77,G68,B46

Pantone 469

C40,M73,Y89,K49

R97,G54,B29

Pantone 7407

C20,M38,Y84,K1

R204,G156,B74

Pantone 7502

C0,M8,Y35,K10

R212,G191,B149

Pantone 5405

C78,M51,Y37,K13

R68,G104,B125

Pantone 430

C52,M40,Y37,K3

R130,G138,B143

Pantone 553

C81,M49,Y76,K52

R33,G66,B50

Pantone 291

C36,M7,Y2,K0

R158,G206,B235
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Sixten C. Abbot

Wenger Swiss Army (International) Photography Guide (PDF, 11 single pages): Art direction, writing, design 

is this a photograph of a person,
or is it a photograph

with a person in it?

Finally, a litmus test
when considering an image:

The latter should be a more frequent choice.
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Also regarding people: unless they are specific, identified individuals who are the subject matter
(e.g., Wenger ambassadors such as Mike Horn), the people who appear in Wenger photos

should be secondary to their surroundings
and even their activity. The heroes of our images should be the environment itself. Remove the people or their equipment.

Is it still a captivating image? If so, it’s definitely one for us (although this is not a requirement).
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Fresh Territory
A photographic style guide

®
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Sixten C. Abbot

Russian Sub Museum Identity, Brochure, and T-Shirt Concept: Art direction, typeface modification 

Note: T-Shirt concept is targeted against the Fall River Battleship Cove Naval Museum

Sixten C. Abbot 115 Hazael Street Providence RI 02908     |     401-481-2712     |     sabbot@alummi.risd.edu

3 of 18 Modified typeface, identity, collateral (concept and art direction), Russian Sub Museum
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Sixten C. Abbot

Trinity Beer Company Trinity India Pale Ale  packaging concepts and final : Art direction, design

Sixten C. Abbot 115 Hazael Street Providence RI 02908     |     401-481-2712     |     sabbot@alummi.risd.edu

4 of 18 Trinity India Pale Ale Identity (concepts and final art direction), Trinity Brewhouse
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Sixten C. Abbot

Otrando Porcaro & Associates Logo mark and identity program: Designer 

Sixten C. Abbot 115 Hazael Street Providence RI 02908     |     401-481-2712     |     sabbot@alummi.risd.edu

5 of 18 Identity, OP&A (originally OPP&G, upper left) CPAs
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Sixten C. Abbot

Baxter’s Jewelry resetting event promotional postcard: Concept and photographic illustration

Sixten C. Abbot 115 Hazael Street Providence RI 02908     |     401-481-2712     |     sabbot@alummi.risd.edu

15 of 18 Direct mail postcard front (concept and art direction), Baxter’s Jewelry.
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Sixten C. Abbot

Baxter’s Jewelry TV spot “Not inspired by caterpillars” (0:30): Concept, art direction, script, video editing

Video is online at  

Youtu.be/K9anzYPz5cs
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Sixten C. Abbot

Baxter’s Jewelry Multi-Piece In-Case Display: Concept drawing

Sixten C. Abbot 115 Hazael Street Providence RI 02908     |     401-481-2712     |     sabbot@alummi.risd.edu

16 of 18 Jewelry Display (c0ncept drawing), Baxter’s Jewelry

Sixten C. Abbot 115 Hazael Street Providence RI 02908     |     401-481-2712     |     sabbot@alummi.risd.edu

16 of 18 Jewelry Display (c0ncept drawing), Baxter’s Jewelry

Sixten C. Abbot 115 Hazael Street Providence RI 02908     |     401-481-2712     |     sabbot@alummi.risd.edu

16 of 18 Jewelry Display (c0ncept drawing), Baxter’s Jewelry
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Sixten C. Abbot

Baxter’s Jewelry –The Four Cs of Diamonds Explained: Information graphics, scripts, video editing

All four videos are online at  

BaxtersJewelry.com/page/education-diamonds.html
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Sixten C. Abbot

Wenger Swiss Army North America  watch box packaging concepts: Art direction, 3D renderings

Sixten C. Abbot 115 Hazael Street Providence RI 02908     |     401-481-2712     |     sabbot@alummi.risd.edu

10 of 18 Watch box designs (concepts), Wenger Swiss Army, North America

Sixten C. Abbot 115 Hazael Street Providence RI 02908     |     401-481-2712     |     sabbot@alummi.risd.edu

10 of 18 Watch box designs (concepts), Wenger Swiss Army, North America

Sixten C. Abbot 115 Hazael Street Providence RI 02908     |     401-481-2712     |     sabbot@alummi.risd.edu

10 of 18 Watch box designs (concepts), Wenger Swiss Army, North America

Sixten C. Abbot 115 Hazael Street Providence RI 02908     |     401-481-2712     |     sabbot@alummi.risd.edu

10 of 18 Watch box designs (concepts), Wenger Swiss Army, North America

Sixten C. Abbot 115 Hazael Street Providence RI 02908     |     401-481-2712     |     sabbot@alummi.risd.edu

10 of 18 Watch box designs (concepts), Wenger Swiss Army, North America

Sixten C. Abbot 115 Hazael Street Providence RI 02908     |     401-481-2712     |     sabbot@alummi.risd.edu

10 of 18 Watch box designs (concepts), Wenger Swiss Army, North America
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Sixten C. Abbot

Resistor CD booklet covers and disc art: Art direction, design, 3D print, and photography

Sixten C. Abbot 115 Hazael Street Providence RI 02908     |     401-481-2712     |     sabbot@alummi.risd.edu

6 of 18 CD Package (cover) and disk, Resistor

Paste OFA tag here.
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Sixten C. Abbot

Duracell Flashlight Packaging: Concepts, Art Direction, 3D renderings 

Note: Concepts were part of a presentation made by Garrity Flashlights to Duracell 

Sixten C. Abbot 115 Hazael Street Providence RI 02908     |     401-481-2712     |     sabbot@alummi.risd.edu

7 of 18 Flashlight packaging (concepts, art direction), Duracell
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Sixten C. Abbot

Wenger Swiss Army North America Trade Show booth and display concepts: Art direction, 3d renderings

Sixten C. Abbot 115 Hazael Street Providence RI 02908     |     401-481-2712     |     sabbot@alummi.risd.edu

11 of 18 Trade show booth (concept sketches and 3d designs), Wenger Swiss Army, North America.
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Sixten C. Abbot

Wenger Swiss Army (North America) Retail Store concepts: Art direction, 3D renderings

Sixten C. Abbot 115 Hazael Street Providence RI 02908     |     401-481-2712     |     sabbot@alummi.risd.edu

9 of 18 Retail store “wood” (concept), Wenger Swiss Army
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